Semantic Technologies

SEMANTIC WEB TECHNOLOGY
Introduction
Web content on the Semantic Web includes
a layer of metadata, which describes and is
linked to this content. This enables machines,
software and users to locate information faster
and more efficiently than with conventional
methods. Ontos‘ Semantic Framework platform
is designed to evaluate the semantics of huge
amounts of data using NLP (Natural Language
Processing) and W3C standards (e.g. RDF,
SPARQL, OWL).
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Semantic content related to web site
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ONTOS SEMANTIC PORTALS
Ontos has developed a semantic News Portal

The semantic Business Portal (http://biz.ontos.

(http://news.ontos.com), which automatically

com) is an extension of the News Portal. Based

collects and filters news from different sources.

on the extracted data, the Business Portal adds
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published information such as a company‘s stock

content based on meaning instead of key
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tically networked using semantic technologies.

which enables the user to navigate through all
web pages annotated by Ontos.

Integration and Use Cases
•
•
•
•

news aggregation and analyse
semantic portals
opinion-analyse in web forums
web sites related to semantic content

• additions to CRM, BI-systems
and Outlook
• analyses within the law inforcement
• semantic search

ABOUT ONTOS
Ontos is a provider of semantic technologies and solutions. Our efficient and cost-effective
software solutions support corporate knowledge-gathering and decision-making processes
along the entire value creation chain, thereby helping to speed up sales, marketing and support
processes. Swiss-based Ontos was founded in 2001 and is DIN EN ISO 9001:2000 certified.
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